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If you ally compulsion such a referred Fanuc Controls Manual Guide Mori Seiki book that will give you worth, get the unconditionally best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to droll books, lots of novels,
tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are along with launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections Fanuc Controls Manual Guide Mori Seiki that we will utterly offer. It is not approaching the costs. Its virtually what you need currently. This Fanuc Controls Manual Guide Mori Seiki,
as one of the most involved sellers here will utterly be in the course of the best options to review.

CNC Programming for Machining Kaushik Kumar 2020-02-15 The book is basically written with a view to project Computer
Numerical Control Programming (CNC) Programming for machines. This book shows how to write, read and understand such
programs for modernizating manufacturing machines. It includes topics such as different programming codes as well as
different CNC machines such as drilling and milling.
Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporations United States. Federal Trade Commission 1959
Machinery 2003
The Fashion Designer Survival Guide Mary Gehlhar 2021-01-05 “Mary Gehlhar’s third edition of her seminal Fashion
Designer Survival Guide is the definitive how-to for navigating the fashion industry, post-pandemic. Mary’s trailblazing
book illuminates and inspires. She is a fashion treasure and this new edition is a rare gem.” Tim Gunn “The Fashion
Designer Survival Guide is packed with essential knowledge and advice from industry experts and experienced designers to
set you on the right path. These insights will give you the solid foundation to create a plan and make smart decisions…”
Christian Siriano In this updated and expanded edition of The Fashion Designer Survival Guide, Mary Gehlhar, industry
authority and consultant to hundreds of fashion design entrepreneurs, offers behind-the-scenes insight and essential
information to launch and grow your own fashion label. You’ll hear from experts in social media, financing, and sales,
along with advice from dozens of designers on solutions to their biggest challenges and their keys to success. A new
section of full color photos from 25 independent designers bring the concepts to life. In this must-have guide, Gehlhar
reveals essential information on: Creating a viable business plan Social media strategies to grow your customer base
Maximizing online sales to get your designs directly into customers’ closets Integrating sustainability in your sourcing
and manufacturing Collaborating with influencers, stylists and brands to expand your audience Landing the right
financing for your type of business Establishing wholesale partnerships with the best retail stores Navigating the
pitfalls of production both at home and abroad
Job Shop Lean Shahrukh A. Irani 2020-05-04 In the 1950’s, the design and implementation of the Toyota Production System
(TPS) within Toyota had begun. In the 1960’s, Group Technology (GT) and Cellular Manufacturing (CM) were used by Serck
Audco Valves, a high-mix low-volume (HMLV) manufacturer in the United Kingdom, to guide enterprise-wide transformation.
In 1996, the publication of the book Lean Thinking introduced the entire world to Lean. Job Shop Lean integrates Lean
with GT and CM by using the five Principles of Lean to guide its implementation: (1) identify value, (2) map the value
stream, (3) create flow, (4) establish pull, and (5) seek perfection. Unfortunately, the tools typically used to
implement the Principles of Lean are incapable of solving the three Industrial Engineering problems that HMLV
manufacturers face when implementing Lean: (1) finding the product families in a product mix with hundreds of different
products, (2) designing a flexible factory layout that "fits" hundreds of different product routings, and (3) scheduling
a multi-product multi-machine production system subject to finite capacity constraints. Based on the Author’s 20+ years
of learning, teaching, researching, and implementing Job Shop Lean since 1999, this book Describes the concepts, tools,
software, implementation methodology, and barriers to successful implementation of Lean in HMLV production systems
Utilizes Production Flow Analysis instead of Value Stream Mapping to eliminate waste in different levels of any HMLV
manufacturing enterprise Solves the three Industrial Engineering problems that were mentioned earlier using software
like PFAST (Production Flow Analysis and Simplification Toolkit), Sgetti and Schedlyzer Explains how the one-at-a-time
implementation of manufacturing cells constitutes a long-term strategy for Continuous Improvement Explains how product
families and manufacturing cells are the basis for implementing flexible automation, machine monitoring, virtual cells,
Manufacturing Execution Systems, and other elements of Industry 4.0 Teaches a new method, Value Network Mapping, to
visualize large multi-product multi-machine production systems whose Value Streams share many processes Includes real
success stories of Job Shop Lean implementation in a variety of production systems such as a forge shop, a machine shop,
a fabrication facility and a shipping department Encourages any HMLV manufacturer planning to implement Job Shop Lean to
leverage the co-curricular and extracurricular programs of an Industrial Engineering department
Understanding Plastics Engineering Calculations Natti S. Rao 2012-03-01 The plastics engineer working on the shop floor
in a plastics manufacturing plant often needs quick answers to questions such as why the extruder output is low or
whether he can expect better quality product by changing the resin or if the die pressure can be lowered. Applying
state-of-the art numerical software to address these issues is time-consuming and costly. Starting from practical design
formulas which are easily applicable, and yet take the resin rheology into account, this guide provides answers to these
questions quickly and effectively by guiding the user step by step through the computational procedures on the basis of
illustrative technical examples. Problems related to melt fracture, homogeneity of the melt, effect of screw geometry on
the quality of the melt and the effect of die pressure on the pellet surface and their troubleshooting are only few of
the topics among many that are dealt with in detail. All the calculations involved can be handled by pocket calculators
and hence can be performed right on the site where the machines are running. This guide is a valuable tool not only to
troubleshoot but also to estimate the effect of design and process parameters on the product quality in plastics
processing.
The Laws of Robots Ugo Pagallo 2013-05-16 This book explores how the design, construction, and use of robotics
technology may affect today’s legal systems and, more particularly, matters of responsibility and agency in criminal
law, contractual obligations, and torts. By distinguishing between the behaviour of robots as tools of human
interaction, and robots as proper agents in the legal arena, jurists will have to address a new generation of “hard
cases.” General disagreement may concern immunity in criminal law (e.g., the employment of robot soldiers in battle),
personal accountability for certain robots in contracts (e.g., robo-traders), much as clauses of strict liability and
negligence-based responsibility in extra-contractual obligations (e.g., service robots in tort law). Since robots are
here to stay, the aim of the law should be to wisely govern our mutual relationships.
Machinery's Reference Series 1911
Programming with C+ B. L. Juneja 2009 About the Book: Authors have taken special care to present the various topics in
Programming with C++ in an easy-to-learn style. Almost every topic is followed by well designed live programmes so that
it becomes easy to grasp the underlying principle or programming technique. A total of more than 450 live programmes are
included in the book. It is also taken care that programmes are short and do not include such details which do not
relate to the topic on hand. This makes them easy to be tested and suitable for practice students. Authors are confident
that the book will prove its worth for th.
Secrets of 5-axis Machining Karlo Apro 2008 Up to now, the best way to get information on 5-axis machining has been by
talking to experienced peers in the industry, in hopes that they will share what they learned. Visiting industrial
tradeshows and talking to machine tool and Cad/Cam vendors is another option, only these people will all give you their
point of view and will undoubtedly promote their machine or solution. This unbiased, no-nonsense, to-the-point
description of 5-axis machining presents information that was gathered during the author's 30 years of hands-on
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experience in the manufacturing industry, bridging countries and continents, multiple languages - both human and G-Code.
As the only book of its kind, Secrets of 5-Axis Machining will demystify the subject and bring it within the reach of
anyone who is interested in using this technology to its full potential, and is not specific to one particular CAD/CAM
system. It is sure to empower readers to confidently enter this field, and by doing so, become better equipped to
compete in the global market.
Machine Shop Trade Secrets James A. Harvey 2013 Written by an experienced machinist and plastic injection mold maker,
this groundbreaking manual will have users thinking and producing like experienced machinists. Machine Shop Trade
Secrets provides practical “how-to” information that can immediately be put to use to improve ones machining skills,
craftsmanship, and productivity. It is sure to be used and referred to time and again. Praise for the First Edition This
is the first book I recommend for those who want to improve their machining skills. PAUL HUDSON, Senior Tooling
Engineer, Hi-Tech Rubber, Anaheim, CA This manual is destined to be an essential aid to students seeking high-paying
jobs in the manufacturing sector. MIKE PAUL, Applications Engineer, Haas Automation, Inc. Dozens of 5-Star Reviews on
Amazon speak for themselves Users will discover ways to ... Work faster. Select, make, and grind cutters. Surface grind
blocks, pins and shapes. Cut threads, knurl parts and eliminate warp. Choose realistic feeds, speeds and depths of cut.
Remove broken taps, drill bits and other hardware. Apply proven CNC techniques to maximize output. Improve surface
finishes and hold tighter tolerances. Assist engineers with design and manufacturing issues. Improve indicating skills
and develop a “feel” for machining. New to the Second Edition Now includes 4-color photos throughout. Features a
reformatted layout which fully integrates the text and photos to make the book more accessible. Chapter 15, "The
Incredible CNC," has been greated expanded and completely updated to reflect advances since the previous edition. Most
chapters now have easy-to-use tables summarizing all of the tips, suggestions, and secrets from that chapter; enabling
readers to see in a glance the detailed topics covered.
CNC Machining Handbook: Building, Programming, and Implementation Alan Overby 2010-10-06 A Practical Guide to CNC
Machining Get a thorough explanation of the entire CNC process from start to finish, including the various machines and
their uses and the necessary software and tools. CNC Machining Handbook describes the steps involved in building a CNC
machine to custom specifications and successfully implementing it in a real-world application. Helpful photos and
illustrations are featured throughout. Whether you're a student, hobbyist, or business owner looking to move from a
manual manufacturing process to the accuracy and repeatability of what CNC has to offer, you'll benefit from the indepth information in this comprehensive resource. CNC Machining Handbook covers: Common types of home and shop-based
CNC-controlled applications Linear motion guide systems Transmission systems Stepper and servo motors Controller
hardware Cartesian coordinate system CAD (computer-aided drafting) and CAM (computer-aided manufacturing) software
Overview of G code language Ready-made CNC systems
An Anthology of Classic Australian Folklore 2008 Lonely because he is the only mouse in the church, Arthur asks all the
town mice to join him. Unfortunately the congregation aren't so welcoming. But all is not lost when a robber tries to
steal the church candlesticks, the mice foil his plans and win back their home.
Industrial Robot Specifications Adrian Ioannou 2012-12-06 The industrial application of robots is growing steadily. This
is reflected in the number of manufacturers now in volved in the field of robotics. Thanks to pioneers such as Joseph
Engelberger of Unimation Inc, industry has seen their rapid deployment in all areas of manufacturing. Manufacturers of
robots and robotic equipment have increased their production levels and at the same time have made great efforts to
improve and adapt their pro ducts to allow them to be used for a wider range of appli cations. The demand for ever more
sophisticated robotic devices has made the choice of robot for a particular application an extremely hard one.
Industrial Robot Specifications has been compiled to enable users to assess robotics in the context of their own needs.
The book contains detailed information on over 300 robots manufactured and distributed under licence throughout Europe.
More than 90 companies are cov ered, and details are given of their distributors and agents, regional addresses and
names of key contacts. Information is provided on robots as diverse as simple teaching machines, costing perhaps £1500,
to those highly sophisticated computer-controlled robot devices commonly found in flexible manufacturing systems,
costing tens of thousands of pounds each. Introduction Industrial Robot Specifications is divided into three sec
adjustable mechanisms that command manipulation.
Machinery Buyers' Guide 1999
Basics of CNC Programming Yadav, Om Prakash 2019-04-23 Before the introduction of automatic machines and automation,
industrial manufacturing of machines and their parts for the key industries were made though manually operated machines.
Due to this, manufacturers could not make complex profiles or shapes with high accuracy. As a result, the production
rate tended to be slow, production costs were very high, rejection rates were high and manufacturers often could not
complete tasks on time. Industry was boosted by the introduction of the semi-automatic manufacturing machine, known as
the NC machine, which was introduced in the 1950's at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the USA. After these
NC machine started to be used, typical profiles and complex shapes could get produced more readily, which in turn lead
to an improved production rate with higher accuracy. Thereafter, in the 1970's, an even larger revolutionary change was
introduced to manufacturing, namely the use of the CNC machine (Computer Numerical Control). Since then, CNC has become
the dominant production method in most manufacturing industries, including automotive, aviation, defence, oil and gas,
medical, electronics industry, and the optical industry. Basics of CNC Programming describes how to design CNC programs,
and what cutting parameters are required to make a good manufacturing program. The authors explain about cutting
parameters in CNC machines, such as cutting feed, depth of cut, rpm, cutting speed etc., and they also explain the G
codes and M codes which are common to CNC. The skill-set of CNC program writing is covered, as well as how to cut
material during different operations like straight turning, step turning, taper turning, drilling, chamfering, radius
profile, profile turning etc. In so doing, the authors cover the level of CNC programming from basic to industrial
format. Drawings and CNC programs to practice on are also included for the reader.
Manual of Tests and Criteria United Nations 2020-01-06 The Manual of Tests and Criteria contains criteria, test methods
and procedures to be used for classification of dangerous goods according to the provisions of Parts 2 and 3 of the
United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, Model Regulations, as well as of chemicals
presenting physical hazards according to the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals
(GHS). As a consequence, it supplements also national or international regulations which are derived from the United
Nations Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods or the GHS. At its ninth session (7 December 2018), the
Committee adopted a set of amendments to the sixth revised edition of the Manual as amended by Amendment 1. This seventh
revised edition takes account of these amendments. In addition, noting that the work to facilitate the use of the Manual
in the context of the GHS had been completed, the Committee considered that the reference to the "Recommendations on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods" in the title of the Manual was no longer appropriate, and decided that from now on, the
Manual should be entitled "Manual of Tests and Criteria".
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Using CNC for Mercedes Benz Logo Design Mike Nkongolo 2017-11-20 Project Report from the year 2017 in the subject
Computer Science - Programming, , language: English, abstract: This report covers the work that was carried out by a
group of researchers on CNC (Computer Numerical Control) programming and machining. The task was to choose and design a
creative item to be machined using CNC machining, which then required to write a code using CNC language. Prior to the
machining process, we did a Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawing of the Mercedes Benz logo. The logo was further modified
with the final model drawn using Auto Desk Inventor. We used foam for our model and a 10 diameter end mill tool. The
main problem that was experienced was the cutting time; the model took longer to be complete. The cutting time was
affected by the complexity of the design, chosen tool size and the cutting technique. We learnt from the demonstration
that the shorter the constructed code the more robust it is, using a bigger tool is more efficient in terms of saving
energy and time, and that if the code is correct the CNC machine model becomes identical to that of the product Design.
CNC Programming Handbook Peter Smid 2008-06-01
Understanding the FANUC PMC System Fanuc FANUC America 2017-12-06 Please purchase from FANUC America.
AT&T Toll-free National 800 Directory 1997
Hydrostatic Lubrication R. Bassani 1992-08-20 Hydrostatic lubrication is characterized by the complete separation of the
conjugated surfaces of a kinematic pair, by means of a film of fluid, which is pressurized by an external piece of
equipment. Its distinguishing features are lack of wear, low friction, high load capacity, a high degree of stiffness
and the ability to damp vibrations. This book reviews the study of externally pressurized lubrication, both from the
theoretical and the technical point of view, thereby serving the needs of both researchers as well as students and
technical designers. In this connection, design suggestions for the most common types of hydrostatic bearings have been
included, as well as a number of examples. A comprehensive bibliography is included with each chapter providing up to
date references for more in depth coverage.
Writing Compilers and Interpreters Ronald Mak 2011-03-10 Long-awaited revision to a unique guide that covers both
compilers and interpreters Revised, updated, and now focusing on Java instead of C++, this long-awaited, latest edition
of this popular book teaches programmers and software engineering students how to write compilers and interpreters using
Java. You?ll write compilers and interpreters as case studies, generating general assembly code for a Java Virtual
Machine that takes advantage of the Java Collections Framework to shorten and simplify the code. In addition, coverage
includes Java Collections Framework, UML modeling, object-oriented programming with design patterns, working with XML
intermediate code, and more.
Basic Machines and How They Work Naval Education 2012-09-19 Only elementary math skills are needed to follow this
manual, which covers many machines and their components, including hydrostatics and hydraulics, internal combustion
engines, trains, and more. 204 black-and-white illustrations.
Machine Tools for High Performance Machining Norberto Lopez de Lacalle 2008-10-01 Machine tools are the main production
factor for many industrial applications in many important sectors. Recent developments in new motion devices and
numerical control have lead to considerable technological improvements in machine tools. The use of five-axis machining
centers has also spread, resulting in reductions in set-up and lead times. As a consequence, feed rates, cutting speed
and chip section increased, whilst accuracy and precision have improved as well. Additionally, new cutting tools have
been developed, combining tough substrates, optimal geometries and wear resistant coatings. “Machine Tools for High
Performance Machining” describes in depth several aspects of machine structures, machine elements and control, and
application. The basics, models and functions of each aspect are explained by experts from both academia and industry.
Postgraduates, researchers and end users will all find this book an essential reference.
Machinery Failure Analysis Handbook Luiz Octavio Amaral Affonso 2013-11-25 Understanding why and how failures occur is
critical to failure prevention, because even the slightest breakdown can lead to catastrophic loss of life and asset as
well as widespread pollution. This book helps anyone involved with machinery reliability, whether in the design of new
plants or the maintenance and operation of existing ones, to understand why process equipment fails and thereby prevent
similar failures.
Manufacturing Engineering 2008
Regional Industrial Buying Guide 1995
Direct Gear Design Alexander L. Kapelevich 2013-03-22 Over the last several decades, gearing development has focused on
improvements in materials, manufacturing technology and tooling, thermal treatment, and coatings and lubricants. In
contrast, gear design methods have remained frozen in time, as the vast majority of gears are designed with standard
tooth proportions. This over-standardization signif
Machinery's Handbook Erik Oberg 2004
CNC Control Setup for Milling and Turning Peter Smid 2010 This unique reference features nearly all of the activities a
typical CNC operator performs on a daily basis. Starting with overall descriptions and in-depth explanations of various
features, it goes much further and is sure to be a valuable resource for anyone involved in CNC.
160hc Scientific Notebook Company 2010-11-15
CNC Programming Skills: Program Entry and Editing on Fanuc Machines S. K. Sinha 2015-05-05 Do you know how to insert a
part of a program into another program at the desired location? Background editing?? Using PCMCIA card??? Or, maybe, a
simple task such as replacing G02 by G03 in the whole file???? When it comes to manual program entry on the machine, or
searching / deleting / editing / copying / moving / inserting an existing program residing in the control memory or the
PCMCIA card, most people resort to trial and error method. While they might be able to accomplish what they desire, the
right approach would save a lot of their precious time. If this is exactly what you want, this book is for you. The
information contained herein is concise, yet complete and exhaustive. The best part is that you can enjoy the
convenience of having the wealth of useful information on editing techniques even on your smart phone which is always
with you! You would often need to refer to it because it is not possible to memorize all the steps which are many a time
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too complex and devoid of common logic, so as to make the correct guess. The following excerpt from the book would give
an idea of the methodical and step-by-step approach adopted in the book: Writing a file on the memory card: The
following operation will save program number 1234 in the memory card, with the name TESTPRO: * Select the EDIT mode on
the MOP panel. * Press the PROG key on the MDI panel. * Press the next menu soft key. * Press the soft key CARD. * Press
the soft key OPRT. * Press the soft key PUNCH. * Type 1234 and press the soft key O SET. * Type TESTPROG and press the
soft key F NAME. * Press the soft key EXEC. While the file is being copied on the memory card, the character string
OUTPUT blinks at the lower right corner of the screen. Copying may take several seconds, depending on the size of the
file being copied. If a file with file name TESTPROG already exists in the memory card, it may be overwritten
unconditionally or a message confirming the overwriting may be displayed, depending on a parameter setting. In case of
such a warning message, press the EXEC soft key to overwrite, and CAN soft key to cancel writing. However, system
information such as PMC ladder is always overwritten unconditionally. The copied file is automatically assigned the
highest existing file number plus one. The comment, if any, with the O-word (i.e., in the first block of the program)
will be displayed in the COMMENT column of the card directory. To write all programs, type -9999 as the program number.
In this case, if file name is not specified, all the programs are saved in file name PROGRAM.ALL on the memory card. A
file name can have up to 8 characters, and an extension up to 3 characters (XXXXXXXX.XXX). Repeat the last three steps
to copy more files. Finally, press the CAN soft key, to cancel the copying mode and go to the previous menu.
Mastercam Post Processor User Guide C N C Software, Incorporated 1997-09-01
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE 2019) Andrey A. Radionov 2019-11-14 This
book highlights recent findings in industrial, manufacturing and mechanical engineering, and provides an overview of the
state of the art in these fields, mainly in Russia and Eastern Europe. A broad range of topics and issues in modern
engineering are discussed, including the dynamics of machines and working processes, friction, wear and lubrication in
machines, surface transport and technological machines, manufacturing engineering of industrial facilities, materials
engineering, metallurgy, control systems and their industrial applications, industrial mechatronics, automation and
robotics. The book gathers selected papers presented at the 5th International Conference on Industrial Engineering
(ICIE), held in Sochi, Russia in March 2019. The authors are experts in various fields of engineering, and all papers
have been carefully reviewed. Given its scope, the book will be of interest to a wide readership, including mechanical
and production engineers, lecturers in engineering disciplines, and engineering graduates.
Glocalized Solutions for Sustainability in Manufacturing Jürgen Hesselbach 2011-03-19 The 18th CIRP International
Conference on Life Cycle Engineering (LCE) 2011 continues a long tradition of scientific meetings focusing on the
exchange of industrial and academic knowledge and experiences in life cycle assessment, product development, sustainable
manufacturing and end-of-life-management. The theme “Glocalized Solutions for Sustainability in Manufacturing” addresses
the need for engineers to develop solutions which have the potential to address global challenges by providing products,
services and processes taking into account local capabilities and constraints to achieve an economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable society in a global perspective. Glocalized Solutions for Sustainability in Manufacturing do
not only involve products or services that are changed for a local market by simple substitution or the omitting of
functions. Products and services need to be addressed that ensure a high standard of living everywhere. Resources
required for manufacturing and use of such products are limited and not evenly distributed in the world. Locally
available resources, local capabilities as well as local constraints have to be drivers for product- and process
innovations with respect to the entire life cycle. The 18th CIRP International Conference on Life Cycle Engineering
(LCE) 2011 serves as a platform for the discussion of the resulting challenges and the collaborative development of new
scientific ideas.
CNC Programming using Fanuc Custom Macro B S. K Sinha 2010-06-22 Master CNC macro programming CNC Programming Using
Fanuc Custom Macro B shows you how to implement powerful, advanced CNC macro programming techniques that result in
unparalleled accuracy, flexible automation, and enhanced productivity. Step-by-step instructions begin with basic
principles and gradually proceed in complexity. Specific descriptions and programming examples follow Fanuc's Custom
Macro B language with reference to Fanuc 0i series controls. By the end of the book, you will be able to develop highly
efficient programs that exploit the full potential of CNC machines. COVERAGE INCLUDES: Variables and expressions Types
of variables--local, global, macro, and system variables Macro functions, including trigonometric, rounding, logical,
and conversion functions Branches and loops Subprograms Macro call Complex motion generation Parametric programming
Custom canned cycles Probing Communication with external devices Programmable data entry
Fanuc CNC Custom Macros Peter Smid 2005 "CNC programmers and service technicians will find this book a very useful
training and reference tool to use in a production environment. Also, it will provide the basis for exploring in great
depth the extremely wide and rich field of programming tools that macros truly are."--BOOK JACKET.
Virtual Manufacturing Wasim Ahmed Khan 2011-02-16 Virtual Manufacturing presents a novel concept of combining human
computer interfaces with virtual reality for discrete and continuous manufacturing systems. The authors address the
relevant concepts of manufacturing engineering, virtual reality, and computer science and engineering, before embarking
on a description of the methodology for building augmented reality for manufacturing processes and manufacturing
systems. Virtual Manufacturing is centered on the description of the development of augmented reality models for a range
of processes based on CNC, PLC, SCADA, mechatronics and on embedded systems. Further discussions address the use of
augmented reality for developing augmented reality models to control contemporary manufacturing systems and to acquire
micro- and macro-level decision parameters for managers to boost profitability of their manufacturing systems. Guiding
readers through the building of their own virtual factory software, Virtual Manufacturing comes with access to online
files and software that will enable readers to create a virtual factory, operate it and experiment with it. This is a
valuable source of information with a useful toolkit for anyone interested in virtual manufacturing, including advanced
undergraduate students, postgraduate students and researchers.
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